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OFF WITH HER LAUGHTER! OFF WITH HIS LAUGHTER! 

MUSING ON BE.BOP 2012:  
DELINKING OFF GENOCIDAL WHITE LAUGHTER 
 
By Teresa María Díaz Nerio 

 

BE.BOP 2012. Black Europe Body Politics gave rise to what Rolando 
Vázquez calls a “humbling of modernity”, that is to openly challenge modernity 
as coloniality1. The transdisciplinary roundtable and screening hosted at 
Ballhaus Naunynstraße by the wonderful Shermin Langhoff and Wagner 
Carvalho was rich in the “liberation of sensing and sensibilities”2 historically 
trapped in the colonial-imperialistic-Othering discourses and practices 
canonized in Western-European/North-American political, economical, 
cultural, and genocidal tactics. These tools were used to prescribe and 
describe Other human beings, as  “different” (to the white hegemony). These 
human beings  were/are to be used as “dispensable lives”.3 BE.BOP 2012 
invested in “independent thought and decolonial freedoms”4 which allow us to 
speak in our own terms and create a space for dialogue outside of the 
hegemony of white supremacy. 

Rolando Vázquez explains that this “humbling of modernity” consists in 
showing how “the power of modernity is centered in speaking while the Other 
is spoken about” therein “modernity’s power is about orality”. More 
specifically, he is referring to the Zapatistas “listening-opening to the Other”, 
which introduces an ethical question that must be present if an authentic 
dialogue is intended. Modernity does not listen, it speaks, and “we” are the 
ones spoken about, therefore the dialogues we  constructed at BE.BOP 2012 
amounted to “listening and opening to the Other” while at the same time 
expecting that anybody taking part in the dialogue did the same: listen. 
Vázquez’ approach is indeed tantamount to the ethical and responsible 
                                                 
1  “The basic thesis is the following: ‘modernity’ is a European narrative that hides its darker side, 
‘coloniality’. Coloniality, in other words, is constitutive of modernity — there is no modernity without 
coloniality.” Walter D. Mignolo, Coloniality: the Darker Side of Modernity p.1. 

2 Decolonial Aesthetics Manifesto http://transnationaldecolonialinstitute.wordpress.com/decolonial-aesthetics/ 

3  […] Subjectivities have been formed under the naturalization of dispensability of human lives in the 
frame of the colonial matrix of power. During the period of heavy slave trade lives made dispensable for 
economic reasons implied that the people involved in slave trade or benefiting directly or indirectly from 
it, did not subjectively care. And if they did not care it was because either they accepted that Africans 
were not quite human or did not care because they were getting used to accepting the fact that there are 
human lives who are just as dispensable as human beings even though necessary as workers, be they 
enslaved, servants or employed at minimum wage…” Walter D. Mignolo Dispensable and Bare Lives: 
Coloniality and the Hidden Political/Economic Agenda of Modernity in HUMAN ARCHITECTURE: JOURNAL 
OF THE SOCIOLOGY OF SELF- KNOWLEDGE, VII, 2, SPRING 2009, 69-88, p.78 

4 Decolonial Aesthetics Manifesto, op.cit. 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participation of white privileged individuals who entered our discussions where 
they were humbled and compelled to listen in order to learn (from the ones 
that in their Western European/North American colonial and imperial 
hegemonic discourses are still considered “dispensable lives”) what their 
hegemonic position entails for Others.  I believe this point to be of extreme 
importance in order to have an open dialogue. Power as orality does not 
necessarily mean disempowering somebody else, as Vázquez said, 
“humbling: not trying to destroy the other”, therein our empowerment and our 
voices do not seek to destroy anything or anybody but to delink from white 
supremacists constructions of themselves and Others, born from the 
genocidal mentality William Kentridge portrays in his video/installation Black 
Box/Chambre Noire (2005), where he narrates the first European genocide of 
the 20th century, the Herero-Nama genocide in present day Namibia, under 
the flag of “Trauerarbeit”5 or conscious mourning. David Olusoga, co-author of 
The Kaiser’s Holocaust: Germany’s Forgotten Genocide and the Colonial 
Roots of Nazism (2010), referring to the same event, describes its 
organization as conceived and executed by “burocratic killers, killers that 
killed from behind the desk”.6 The confluence of artistic works, theoretical 
                                                 
5 “Germany is one of the countries in which a public consciousness about the crimes of the past is more 
advanced. For more than sixty years Germany has dealt with the dark side of its history by an 
examination of Nazi atrocities, a process that it is often called Vergangenheitsbewältigung. A similar 
practice of remembering and analizing the past has been advanced in relation to the crimes committed 
under the communist regime of East Germany. Such a collective ‘soul-searching’ process has effects in 
the self-conception of the nation, its main rationale being that of functioning as a warning about 
something that happened and should not, and cannot, happen again. Yet, a similar attempt at reaching 
a truthful account of the events has not been made in relation to the brutalities carried out by the 
German Empire during the times of the Second Reich. The killing of hundreds of thousands of human 
beings in German East Africa, today’s Tanzania, and the genocide of the Herero and Nama in German 
South-West Africa, today’s Namibia, remain unknown, hidden and forgotten. This is not only the case of 
Germany, but it is also a common feature in all modern and contemporary colonial powers. Which is the 
extend and depth, if any, of the consciousness of the peoples of Germany, Spain, Portugal, Great 
Britain, Holland, France, Belgium, Italy, the USA and China about the barbarism and crimes committed 
alongside of centuries of modern imperialism in America, Africa or Asia?” Jose-Manuel Barreto The 
Politics of Amnesia, The Herero-Nama Genocide in the context of European and German Strategies of 
Denial in the catalogue for Be.Bop 2012 Black Europe Body Politics edited by Alanna Lockward and 
Walter Mignolo, p.28  http://blackeuropebodypolitics.wordpress.com/catalogue/ 
6 “The guards of Shark Island and other camps became involve in the racial sciences that had originally 
being used to justify the war, soldiers begun to trade in the skulls of dead Herero and Nama people, 
selling them to scientist, museums and universities back in Germany. The practice was so widespread 
that this postcard was produced showing soldiers packing the skulls. But these horrific pictures are of 
the seven heads of Nama prisoners, probably from Shark Island, they were preserved, numbered and 
labeled as Hottenttotte, the German name for the Nama. They were then studied by race scientists who 
had being inspired by the theories of a German geneticist called Eugen Fischer who’s ideas were to 
influence not just the second reich but also the third. […] By measuring skulls, facial feautures and eye 
color, Fischer and his proteges saw to prove that the native peoples of Africa where not just inferior but 
as he put it animals, the racial theories that have being used to Justify the genocide where now being 
advanced by the human remains of its victims. By 1908 the concentration camps where finally shut 
down, three quarters of the Herero, 65,000 people had being killed, half of all the Nama people had also 
being exterminated, across the country hundreds of villages stood empty and German Southwest Africa 
finally belonged to the Germans. […] The last of the Herero and Nama where literally sold off to the 
German farmers as slaves. Even today there are those who remember the years of enslavement.” 
Excerpts from the documentary Namibia-Genocide and the Second Reich (2005) BBC Bristol research 
by Abby d’Arcy Hughes, Produced and Directed by David Olusoga. 
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analysis and documentary films contesting Germany’s “refusal to recognize 
and apologize”7 for the Herero-Nama genocide had a special place in 
BE.BOP 2012. This is due to the joint effort of Namibians, Black Germans 
and simpatizers in order to push the agenda of the German Goverment 
acknowledgement of the Herero-Nama genocide.  Recently a motion was 
introduced in the German Bundestag, entitled: ‘Acknowledging the German 
colonial crimes in former German South West Africa as genocide and working 
towards restorative justice’, this motion was discussed on March 22, 2012 and 
once again the German government has rejected the motion. The presence of 
activist Michael Küppers-Adebisi (AFROTAK TV cyberNomads – the first 
Black German Media, Culture & Education Archives, active since 2001) as a 
media partner, further enriched the discussion as he and Adetoun Küppers-
Adebisi have being very active in claiming recognition of the genocide from 
the German government.  

In her catalogue essay Decolonial Diasporic Aesthetics: Black German Body 
Politics, Alanna Lockward, conceptualizer and curator, theorizes the Diasporic 
within the Decolonial Aesthetics. Referring to Black citizenship in Europe she 
states that “The colonization of the African continent after the Berlin-Congo 
Conference 1884-1885 designated the legitimacy (or not) of Black citizenship. 
This understanding is “valid” in Europe until today. [...] Citizenship has been 
proclaimed to be a “universal” right for all white, Christian and Western 
individuals and it is inextricably connected to the concept of “civilization”.”8 
The film Toxi (1952), directed by Robert Adolf Stemmle (1903-1974) screened 
at Hackesche Höfe Kino in partnership with AfricAvenir (also media partner) 
and facilitated by Eric Van Grasdorff, touches on Lockward’s conclusions on 
the “Black German Body Politics” which is the inspiration for the 
conceptualization of BE.BOP 2012 in the first place. The film narrates the 
story of a Black German girl named Toxi who is abandoned by her white 
grandmother at the doorsteps of a white German family. The girl is taken in, 
but the vicissitudes her presence causes put her in and out of the house, her 
racialization is the main subject of the film, yet she is also sexualized, not in a 
violent way, but in the subtlety of the “necessity” to constantly objectify the 
Black person and her/his Blackness. Yet the film is an important document of 
the processes of racialization and “integration” of Black Germans in Germany 
and also a rich register on the concept of ‘civilization’ which has/is been 
instrumental in white supremacists discourses in relation to the Black body. 

                                                 
 
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-899627923732856130 
 

7 Eric Van Grasdorff, Nicolai Röschert and Firoze Manji, Unbearable silence, or How not to deal with 
your colonial past, March 20, 2012, Pambazuka News 577: Special Issue: Germany and genocide in 
Namibia.   http://www.pambazuka.org/en/issue/577 

8 Alanna Lockward Decolonial Diasporic Aesthetics: Black German Body Politics in the catalogue for 
Be.Bop 2012 Black Europe Body Politics edited by Alanna Lockward and Walter Mignolo, p.09. 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Speaking in a European and Eurocentric context and not being a “citizen” 
which, as Manuela Boatcă states was not only white, initially, but also 
exclusively “male” since it was  “Only granted to male property-owners, whose 
ability to pay taxes and military tribute, and thus contribute to the maintenance 
of the social order qualified them as ‘active citizens’”9 often means that 
speaking is not always possible, but dancing is. Emeka Udemba’s Dancing 
with the Star (2011) one of the video-art pieces screened at BE.BOP 2012, 
presents a couple composed by a Black man and a nude white woman, who 
wears a headscarf and a second piece covering her mouth and nose. They sit 
in a complete silenced blank space surrounded by white walls, in opposite 
sites of the corner. They seem to be waiting for something, and nothing 
happens, then the woman starts getting impacient and makes a move with her 
hands they both stand and begin to dance. This dancing in a slow motion, 
dispassionate and repetitive insistence challenges racialization, gendering, 
religious propaganda and political stereotypes. The use of the headscarf 
which refers to the construction of an ‘islamic woman’, interplays with her 
nakedness in favor of challenging common asumptions on white European 
women as inoculated from any racialized and/or religious identifications since 
their hegemonic position as white and Christian is considered “normal”, 
therefore invisible. Simultaneously, she is leading the “dance” which points 
towards identifying the dependence many Black men  experience while trying 
to obtain their European citizenship thanks to their relationship with white 
women. The stereotype of the Black man instrumentalizing and being 
instrumentalized along the ‘race’ and gender lines in his relationship with a 
white woman is thwarted by our inability to place this woman. The use of the 
headscarf is further problematized since it clearly suggests “Islam”. By 
showing a “white” nude woman the artist strategy is counter-discursive in 
relation to a particularly symptomatic white male Eurocentric (violent) fantasy. 
A case in point is the film Submission (2004) by Ayaan Hirsi Ali and Theo van 
Gogh were an “islamic” woman is strip naked and verses of islam are written 
all over her skin, in what can be described as a perfect example of a sadistic 
white supremacist islamophobic film. Yet Dancing with the Star (2011) leaves 
this woman unmarked, she leads, her identity is veiled and therein another 
stereotype is outlined. This one alludes to the complicity  between the Black 
man and the islamic woman as both are objects of criminalization. While one 
is a feminized and sexualized incarnation of the so-called “terrorist”, the other 
one is representing “the refugee”. All these possible combinations which are 
clearly infinite are a byproduct of the violence pervasive in the Othering 
inherent to hegemonic discourses. At the same time these dancing dilemmas 
portray without further clarification the essential nature  of citizenship, which 
as Lockward and Boatcă have argued carries its original conceptualization as 
both white and male. An “islamic” woman born in the Netherlands, even if she 
                                                 
9 Manuela Boatcă The mark of the non-modern: citizenship as ascribed inequality in the global age, 
ibid. p.16 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has citizenship is still called allochtoon10, a term that places the individual 
constantly outside its birthplace, outside of the nation-state. For the Black 
man, as “a refugee”, the so-called “illegality” of his presence in Europe further 
objectifies him and imprisons him into the nation, the dispensable status of his 
life comes into being and his freedom of movement and choice are 
permanently in danger.  

Quinsy Gario’s discussed the Zwarte Piet, Black Peter or the “helper” of 
Sinterklaas (Santa Claus), a blackfaced, Afrowiged, red lipped, blue eye-
character dressed in colourful page costume and used both as a decorative 
and as a submissive image of the Black man to/for the white man. The Zwarte 
Piet is part and parcel of a Dutch “tradition” obviously related to their long-
standing involvement in the tradition of enslavement, which still goes 
uncontested in the Netherlands. Quinsy Gario has set out to challenge this 
particular white hegemonic narrative and has opened a new dialogue through 
his t-shirt project, where Zwarte Piet is racism is printed in big letters. 
Predictable police brutality was forcefully displayed on the first time he wore 
the challenging t-shirt during a celebration of Sinterklaas (Santa Claus). 
Gario´s charming personality and strong will has assisted him in 
accomplishing a lot in spreading this counter narrative. Similarly, Simmi 
Dullay’s presentation Uprooting and Belongings. Mapping the Black Body in 
Exile centered on the “infamous images of the Swedish Culture Minister 
performing genital mutilation, to be more precise a clitoridectomy, on the 
caricature of a Black woman’s body in the form of a Black coated cake with 
her interiors accordingly coated in blood-red . The Swedish Culture Minister 
is caught on camera laughing and feeding it to the ‘head’ in Blackface, which 
turns out to be the creator of the piece, Makode Linde, an Afro-Swedish male 
artist.” Many of us have seen the image and I do not intent to expand too 
much on it. Dullay points the complicity of Makode Linde with white 
supremacy making him the epitome of a non-white, which she theorizes via 
Steve Biko. She further expands on the relationship between Makode Linde’s 
cake and the life of Sarah Baartman: “What I find profoundly disturbing and 
macabre about Linde’s performance is his insistence of staging the moment 
when Baartman is perpetually transformed into an object for the white gaze, 
through the violence of taking cold sharp steel and dismembering her body, 
her brain and her genitals. Anyone who reproduces this moment as a cultural 
act needs to be held accountable. Reproducing this moment of mutilation and 
its reciprocal white pleasure and laughter, demands consciousness and 
awareness to the fact that Sarah Baartman refused to perform naked, she 
always refused to expose herself completely. It is widely documented that 
Baartman actively fought and taunted the scientist who wanted to ‘document’ 
                                                 
10 Allochtoon (plural: allochtonen) is a Dutch word (from Greek ἀλλόχθων, from ἄλλος (allos), other, and 
χθών (chthōn) earth/land), literally meaning "originating from another country". It is the opposite of the 
word autochtoon (in English, "autochthonous" or "autochthone"; from Greek αὐτόχθων, from αὐτός 
(autos), self and again χθών) literally meaning "originating from this country”.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Allochtoon 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her sex as a marker of ‘racial’ difference and therefore she actively challenged 
her framing as the Black, exotic, primitive hyper sexualized being.”11  
 
Dullays’s notion of “white pleasure and laughter” is also equated in the figure 
of the Zwarte Piet. In Makode Linde´s piece recollection it is crucial to note  
that the white audience was also laughing. I have been inspired to start 
theorizing on Genocidal White Laughter as a result of the ideas discussed 
above made possible by the unbelievable gratifying meeting that was 
BE.BOP 2012. Black Europe Body Politics. This is taking place in 
conjunction with my own research on Black and mestiza Caribbean women 
representations in the Mexican and Spanish-Caribbean cinema of the 40s and 
50s. In these films I often found the correlation between White Laughter, 
racialization and sexualization of Black and the mestiza women’s body. A 
specific case is to be seen in the Mexican film Angelitos Negros (1948) were 
Belen, a visibly Black12 mestiza and traumatized child tries to pass for white, 
innocently applying white powder in her face and running to her mother, who 
cynically bursts out laughing. This Genocidal White Laughter episode is the 
result of four years (Belen is 4 years old) of dismissive abuse, where the 
mother gets to the point of denying her motherhood in front of a white friend of 
hers, whilst praising her friend’s blond baby. Unbeknownst to herself (the 
mother), she is also Black, but not visibly Black therefore she assumes her 
whiteness and applies her white privilege to her own child. The Genocidal 
White Laughter episode is followed by the abandonment of the child, leaving 
the house, and eventually the accidental killing of her Black maid, who was 
actually, also unbeknownst to her, her mother.  
 
I am in the process of connecting Dullay´s “white pleasure and laughter” with 
Mignolo’s “dispensable lives” also in relation to many of the presentations of 
BE.BOP 2012 an its screenings. Jean Marie Teno’s amazing documentary Le 
Malentendu Colonial (2004), for example, delves into the German protestant 
church’s role in trivializing the Herero-Nama Genocide. My analysis is not 
devoid of personal experience, as a Dominican woman living in the 
Netherlands for the past ten years, racialization and sexualization is inscribed 
in the way in which whites perform their “harmless” everday racist jokes, this 
                                                 
11 Dullay, Simmi (2012). Uprooting and Belongings. Mapping the Black Body in Exile, paper presented 
at BE.BOP 2012 in the panel COLONIAL AMNESIA I. CONNECTING ENSLAVEMENT LEGACIES BEFORE 
AND AFTER THE TRIANGULAR TRADE IN SCANDINAVIA, May 5, 2012, Berlin, p.1, 3. 

12 I am using visibly Black in relation to ‘visibly black’ in Marco Polo Hernandez Cuevas, The Erasure of 
the African Element of Mestizaje in Modern Mexico: The coding of visibly black mestizos according to 
white aesthetics in and through the discourse on nation during the cultural phase of the Mexican 
revolution 1920-1968 where he speaks of visibly black mestizos/as and visibly black Mexicans 
contesting the idea that mestizaje (the mixture of ‘races’) in Mexico is based on indigenous and white 
European roots only, wherefrom the African element is excised. The ‘visibly black’ Mexicans refers to 
Black mexicans who are mix-raced and yet ‘visibly black’, that is blackness is present in Mexican 
mestizaje whether it is visible or not, which is indeed the case. 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is daily bread in the Dutch context. The Racialization of Black people (Zwarte 
Piet), their oversexualization and subjugatation in order to make them stay 
“put in place” as an “inferior race” (Makode Linde’s cake) is nothing less than 
the perpetuation of coloniality and its inherent white supremacist ideologies. 
White Laughter is genocidal because it keeps in place the assumptions about 
the universality of white “superiority” and the notion of Global-South people’s 
“inferiority”. These are the very foundations on which colonialism, slavery, 
imperialism, capitalism, that is: modernity/coloniality stand as universal 
genocidal machines. I want to theorize Genocidal White Laughter in the 
context of cultural production and performative practices and honoring the 
decolonial option, my intention is to detect the moments where White 
Laughter serves its Genocidal tendencies towards what Jose Manuel Barreto 
calls “the idea of annihilation”13 and delink from it. As Mignolo puts it “The 
decolonial turn is the opening and the freedom from the thinking and the 
forms of living (economies-other, political theories-other), the cleansing of the 
coloniality of being and of knowledge; the de-linking from the spell of the 
rhetoric of modernity, from its imperial imaginary articulated in the rhetoric of 
democracy.”14 This process of “cleansing of the coloniality of being and the 
coloniality of knowledge” is also described by Robbie Shilliam as a “collective 
self-healing […] Healing requires an aesthetic that is not immanent to colonial 
violence or white supremacy but transgressive of it, perhaps transcendent to 
it”,15 that means that a Decolonial Aesthetics is also inspired by healing. 
 
Therein, to delink from Genocidal White Laughter we need to detect its 
genesis and its complicity with world histories of genocide in their relation with 
culturally produced and reproduced images of the “dispensable lives” 
constructed as “Others”. Black peoples, for example, have been constructed 
by Western Eurocentric white supremacists intellectuals and scientists as 
genocidal laughter material. Our challenge as decolonial thinkers and creators 
is to delink from this demeaning images by means of cleansing and/or healing 
from the coloniality of being a term which “emerged in discussions of a 
diverse group of scholars doing work on coloniality and decolonization”16 and 
                                                 
13 Jose-Manuel Barreto Human Rights and the Buried Crimes of Modernity in P Singh and V Kanwar, 
Critical International Law: Post-Realism, Post-Colonialism and Transnationalism (New Delhi: Oxford 
University Press, forthcoming 2012). 

14  Walter D. Mignolo Epistemic Disobedience and the Decolonial Option: A manifesto in 
TRANSMODERNITY: Journal of Peripheral Cultural Production of the Luso-Hispanic World, 1(2), Fall 
2011, p.48. http://escholarship.org/uc/item/62j3w283 

15 http://robbieshilliam.wordpress.com/2012/06/04/decolonial-aesthetics-at-be-bop-black-europe-body-politics/ 

16 “They include Fernando Coronil, Santiago Castro-Gomez, Oscar Guardiola, Edgardo Lander, Walter 
Mignolo, Anibal Quijano, Freya Schiwy, Catherine Walsh, and others.” Nelson Maldonado-Torres ON 
THE COLONIALITY OF BEING, Cultural Studies, 21:2, 240- 270, p. 263, note 2.  
 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/09502380601162548 
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more specifically Walter D. Mignolo. Nelson Maldonado Torres points out how 
“The coloniality of Being raises the challenge of connecting the genetic, the 
existential, and the historical dimensions where Being shows most evidently 
its colonial side and its fractures”17. Vázquez “humbling of modernity” may 
well be put in place as a contributor to Shilliam’s “healing” and Mignolo’s 
“cleansing” in order to detect and delink off Genocidal White Laughter. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
17 Ibid p.243. 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